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Elizabeth was a beautiful princess.

Elizabeth lived in a castle and had fancy clothes.

Elizabeth was going to marry Prince Ronald.
A dragon smashed Elizabeth's castle.

The dragon stole Prince Ronald.
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Elizabeth chased the dragon to find Prince Ronald.

The dragon burned all of Elizabeth's fancy clothes.

Elizabeth had to wear a paperbag.
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Elizabeth found the dragon's cave.

Elizabeth knocked on the door.
The dragon loved to eat princesses.

The dragon was full.

The dragon closed the door quickly.
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Elizabeth knocked on the door again.

Elizabeth asked the dragon if he was smart.

The dragon said yes.
Elizabeth asked the dragon to burn ten forests with his fiery breath.

The dragon said yes and burned fifty forests with his fiery breath.
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The dragon wanted to excite to Elizabeth.

The dragon then burned one hundred more forests.

The dragon had no fiery breath left.
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Elizabeth asked the dragon to fly around the world in 10 ten seconds.

The dragon flew around the world in 10 ten seconds.
The dragon was tired.

Elizabeth asked the dragon to fly again.
The dragon flew around the world again.

The dragon was very tired.

The dragon went to sleep.
Elizabeth yelled in the dragon's ear.

The dragon did not wake up.
Elizabeth went into the cave.

Elizabeth found Prince Ronald.
Prince Ronald did not think that Elizabeth looked like a princess.

Prince Ronald did not like Elizabeth wearing a paperbag.

Prince Ronald told Elizabeth to return in her fancy clothes.
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Elizabeth told Prince Ronald that he looked like a prince.

Elizabeth told Prince Ronald that he was mean.

Elizabeth and Prince Ronald did not get married.